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The discovery and catalogization of the universe of domains in protein sequences is a 
great achievement of profile– and model based sequence alignment experiments. 
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Domains can be used for sequence analysis in many ways. 
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Here is an example of how a domain was discovered from sequence alignments. A 
dotplot reveals significant similarity between the N- and the C- terminus of a 
protein. 
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Sequence alignment shows high similarity between N- and C-terminus: at this level of 
similarity we are looking at two homologous domains, i.e. an “internal duplication” 
in the sequence. 
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Overlapping alignments define domain boundaries! We can search a database with 
this knowledge by retricting to our query to individual domains ... 
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While full length searches are rather non-specific ... 
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... searches with the domain sequences are highly specific and discover a large family 
of related sequences. 
This is intriguing – why do we get better results if we search with less information? 
The answer is this is not less information at all: e are actually adding information 
by defining the domain boundaries, and the algorithm is not mislead into trying to 
incorporate spurious similarities from irrelevant sequences at the termini into the 
aligned region, which degrades the results. 
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Domain discovery on a large scale has been made possible through Hidden Markov 
Model alignments, implemented in Sean Eddy’s HMMER program. This has been 
used to compile large databases like Pfam that curate domain profiles. These profiles 
can be scanned against an unknown sequence, thus allowing the annotation of the 
sequence with the domains it contains. In many cases this allows to assign at least a 
coarse description of function and mechanism. 
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Pfam is a large collection of protein domain families, based on automated multiple 
sequence alignments and Hidden Markov Models that represent the information in an 
alignment.   
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Note that this SMART database result  page has several tabs that lead to additional 
tools which provide context to the protein’s function. 
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The NCBI CDD database identifies domain hits via a reverse BLAST algorithm 
(RPS-BLAST) in which it searches database profiles against a quaery sequence. 
We see a very well resolved, fine grained annotation of the overlapping ankyrin 
repeats. However, there is no simple way to download nnotation data from here. 
There is a related utility, the Batch serach facility (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/bwrpsb/bwrpsb.cgi) which supports download of annotation details and 
ranges in various formats, however the data is a bit awkward to use since it does not 
contain definitions, just NCBI internal IDs (GI), and it does not produce valid JSON 
but requires editing of the download file (includes more than one top-level object). 
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The shared domain architectures discovered by CDART are invaluable to place the 
function of a protein into a larger context. Note that all hits share the KilA-N and 
the Ankyrin repeat domains, but there are several other domains in related families 
that have ancillary known domain annotations. These domains might also be 
pressent – albeit more highly diverged and thus below the cutoff of the algorithm – 
in our target protein. 
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ExPASy… 
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RPS-BLAST… 


